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Let g be a compactly supported function of d-planes in R”. We prove that then 
g is in the range of the Radon transform if and only if g satislies an ultrahyperbolic 
system of PDEs. We parameterize the d-planes by d + I points xO, I,, . . . . x,, on 




g(x,, x1, . . . . .Vd) --- 
ax;’ dx; ax#!ax; Vol{x,-X”},_,,, 
= () 
’ 
where xf denotes the kth coordinate of x, At the end we analyze in detail the case 
of d= 1. C 1991 Acadcmx Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the range of the (d, n) Radon transform Rz, 
which is defined by 
where f E D( I?‘), 5 is an element of G(d, n), the set of d dimensional hyper- 
planes in Iw”, 1 < d< n - 2, and dx is the surface measure on 5. 
There are many papers about the range of the Radon transform 
considered on several spaces (e.g., [2-12]), some of which [3,4,8, 1 l] 
give PDEs to characterize the range of the Radon transform. 
The first one as far as I know in which a characterization by a system 
of PDEs was given is [8]. F. John characterized the range only in the case 
(1, 3) and used in his proof many special properties of the 3 dimensional 
space and the Asgeirsson’s lemma, but it was very geometrical compared 
with the others. 
These later extensions of John’s result used strong tools of analysis like 
Fourier transforms, etc., and a strong not too natural, by my opinion, 
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definition of S(G(d n)). On the other hand, as Richter also pointed out, 
Grinberg’s and Gelfand’s proof was incomplete. Other substantial dif- 
ference between these papers is the parameterization’s method of the 
d-planes. We will follow John’s method parameterizing the d-planes by 
d-t 1 points on them. The other possible method, that was used by Richter, 
Grinberg, and Gelfand, is to parameterize as ,V = A.r + L’, where A is an 
(n-d)xdmatrix and CE[W” -“. 
In the following we characterize the range of R”, with a system of PDEs 
on a relatively easy geometrical way deriving Helgason’s moment condition 
directly from the differential equation. 
At the end we analyze in detail the case of (1, n) and give a short proof 
of John’s main theorem which gives all the solutions of the ultrahyperbolic 
partial differential equation with four variables. This equation (5) plays 
part in the Yang--Mills theory [ 1, pp. 78- 811. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
To any set of d-t 1 points x0, x,, . . . . xd E Iw”, which are in general position, 
one can associate a uniquely determined d-plane 5(x,, x, , . . . . x,) E G(d, n) 
through them. Using this parameterization for G(d, n) we can write 
Rndf(xo, ~1, . . . . xd) = ( .~‘(xJ CLK. 
“: 
It is worthwhile to note that R:J‘ in this context is interpreted on a 
principal frbre bundle over G(d, n) with the affine group of Rd as its 
structure group. The undermentioned function R;.flldet CT, ‘1 is definitely 
interpreted on this principal fibre bundle too. Let U, be an automorphism 
of (w” transforming the system {x, - ~“1, = I.& into an orthonormal system. 
Then a substitution gives 
JC~‘(X~,-~~, . . ..-K~)=~~~/(x.+ f i.,(x,-x0)) (det U, ‘1 dA, 
,I I 
where i. = (i, , . . . . &) E IV’. We note that ldet U, ‘( is the volume of the 
parallelepiped spanned by the vectors (.K, - .rO), ,,d. For example, in the 
case of (I, n) ldet U.;‘I = (x, -x01. We will use this remark frequently. 
Now we can state an easy lemma, which can proven by applying the 
differentiation under the integral sign. 
LEMMA 2.1. Iffy D(R”) then 
(?,A ~,.r-(?r,r a,.,) 
R”,f(x,, XI 3 .  .  .  .  xc,) = o 
Vol{.K,--Xg},, ,.J ’ 
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where O<i, j<d, 1 <k,e<n, and Ji.k denotes the differentiation with 
respect to the k th coordinate xf of the ith point xi. 
Now we recall a definition and a statement of Helgason [6]. 
A functionSon G(d, n) is said to be in D,(G(d, n)) iffis C”, has com- 
pact support, and satisfies the following condition: For each k E N there 
exists a homogeneous kth-degree polynomial Pk on R” such that for each 
d-dimensional subspace o the polynomial 
P,.*(u)=~~~f(x+rr)(-~, ujk dx for uEcrI, 
where OI is the orthogonal complement of G in R” and dx is the surface 
measure on fr&, coincides with the restriction Pk(&. 
The crucial point of this condition is the independence of Pn,k(U) from u 
if u E B’, because it is obviously a homogeneous k th-degree polynomial. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Corollary 2.28 in [6]). The (d, n) Radon transform is a 
bijection of D(W) onto D,,(G(d, n)). 
This statement characterizes the range of our transforms and we wili 
use it as a starting point. The following result is a slight extension of 
Theorem 1.2 of [S] and can be proven by simple calculation. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that v E Cr(lW’(d+ ‘)) such that it depends only on 
the d-planes of the d+ 1 points in KY’, 5(x,, x,, . . . . xd) E G(d, n), and satisfies 
(ai.k a/ ai,e a,,,, v(xo9 x1y . ..’ xd) =o, 
VolIx, -xo)i= 1.d (1) 
where 0 < i, j < d, 1 d k, e ,< n. Then the fiinction 
MO, Xl , . . . . Id) = v(Ax,, AX,) . . . . Ax,) 
also satisfies (1) and also depends only on <(x0, x,, . . . . xd) E G(d, n) for any 
A E SO(n), the group of orthogonal automorphisms of determinant 1 qf R”. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. Let VE D(G(d, n)). Then there exists a function f E D([W”) 
such that v = Rsf tf and only if v satisfies the system of PDEs (1). 
Proof The necessity is proved by Lemma 2.1. Thus we only have to 
prove the sufficiency of the condition, i.e., that our condition implies the 
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condition of Helgason in Lemma 2.2. From the definition we have for 
MEG- 
~o.k(u)=[o, u(x,x+a,,x+a,, . . . . x+a,)(x, u)” d.\, 
where (c,}, _ ,.J is an orthonormal basis of C. We have to show that 
P&U) = Pn,k(~) if UE 0’ n6’. First we simplify the statement to be 
proven. 
Without any restriction of generality one can suppose that )uI = 1. Let 
e, 1 e2, . . . . e, be an orthonormal basis of R”. Let f; = <(O, e, , e2, . . . . e,) and let 
A E SO(n) such that u, = Ae, and II = Ae,. On substituting s = Ay we get 
Pn.k(~)=Pa,de,,)= 1 c(Ay, A(.Y+~,), . . . . A(~*+e~))(y,e,)~ dv, -cl 
hence by Lemma 2.3 it is enough to consider the case when u = e, and 
g, = e, to prove the statement below from which our theorem will follow 
easily. 
If cr,) crz, . . . . bd is an orthonormal system, 6, 1 az, . . . . cr,,, 
\ti,j = 1, (T= ((0, 01, 62, . . . . (zd), and f?= ((0, 6,. a2, . . . . dd) 
then P,Ae,,) = Pde,). (*I 
Thus we are going to prove that if E=a,e, +~~=~+, aie,, where 
ut + xy=:, , uf = 1, then P,,(e,) = P&en), where E= <(O, E, e2, . . . . ed). We 
will prove it by approximating E in a way that the Pcapp,.k(en) does not 
vary, where cappr = QO, Eappr, e,, . . . . ed). 
As a first step, take Eappr = e, sin /? + e, cos /I, where I’ > d. Without any 
restriction of generality we can assume i = d + 1. Let 
P(B) = P,.Ippc.l(en) 
r* ,- T 
= ) . . 
.’ -< 
j I u(x, x + Eappr, . . . . .I + ed) if: di,, di., , . di., + , , 
where x = ( -e, cos /I + ed+ , sin j3) i.,, , + C:.. d, 2 j.,e,. Differentiating this 
with respect to /II we obtain 
+ cos p Z2., u - sin /I 82,d + , c 
> 
j.i di.,, . di, + , 
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To compute this integral, we need a simple fact. Since v is a function on 
G(d, n) for every v E R ( #O) we have 
v(xcb XI 9 . . . . Xd) 4YcH YI 9 . ..Y Yd) 
vOl{Xi-XC)}i= I,J=’ VOl(~i-.YlJ},= 1.d’ 
where yk = xk except the ith for which yi=x, + v(x;+ x,). Then the 
differentiation of this equation with respect to v at v = 1 gives 
v(-%, XI 9 . . . . Xd) v(x,, XI > . ..1 Xd) 
vol{xi-xO)r= 1.J 




Applying this in our situation for j = 1 and j = 0 our integral becomes 
P.(/3)=jyz . ..I., (cos~~,~,~-sin~d,,+,v)1~di.,~~~d%,,,. 
Then by partial integration with respect to II,, we have 
(k + 1) P’(B) 
=II~...II_~(cosB62,,v-sinBa,.,+,v)l:i’d,’.,...d~,,+,. 
But d/d& = J$‘= 0 aj., in our case therefore (1) gives that 
Since n > d+ 1 the integration with respect to /Id+, shows P’(p) = 0, i.e., 
P E8pprtk(e,,) = P,,(e,). One can easily see that with at most n - 1 steps of this 
kind we can reach the general E, therefore (*) is proved. 
Now let cr,, u2, . . . . bd and 6,) C2, . . . . 5d be orthonormal systems and 
fJ=t(o,cJ,,82,-, a,), rT= lj(O, a,, e2, . . . . 5d. We prove P,de,) = P,,Je,) 
step by step showing a sequence of the d dimensional subspaces 0’ such 
that P,Je,) = P,l.,(e,) = .-. = Pfl,n(e,) = P,,k(e,), where all these 
equations are true by (*). 
If ~7, is at most for one index j not perpendicular to aj it can be sub- 
stituted into the place of a, by (*) on such a way that P,,,(e,) does not 
change, i.e., P&e,) = P,l,k(en). Let us continue these replacements with 
the last obtained 0’. ’ as far as possible. This procedure can stop at the 6’ 
if and only if there are at least two elements of {I$}~= ,.d, which are not 
perpendicular to tii. 
In this case let a; and a; be two vectors not perpendicular to ~7~. Trans- 
forming these two vectors as 
6;+‘=6;cosz+&sinr a;+ ’ = ai sin a - a; cos a, 
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where tga = (a,, a;)/(ti,, a;), and leaving ai + ’ = a:. for other indexes s we 
obtain the a’+ ’ = ((0, a;& ‘, a;’ ‘, . . . . a;+ ‘) subspace, which satisfies 
obviously P,,. I,~ e, - ( ) P,,,(e,) and has more vectors perpendicular to 6,. 
Continuing this procedure as far as possible we will get a subspace the 
orthonormal spanning system of which will become treatable by the 
previous method. As a result of this line of reasoning finally we shall 
obtain the desired sequence, which proves the theorem. 
4. THE (l,n) CASE 
From now on we concentrate on the special case of (1, n) Radon trans- 
form, when we integrate over the lines. We parameterize the lines G( 1, n) 
by Plucker coordinates. 
Let < = (5,) . . . . <,,) and q = (g,, . . . . q,,) be two different points of the line 
g. The Plucker coordinates of g are ” 
P,,~ = det :‘ik I 1 and q,= det “I , k [ 1 llrl ’
where 1 d i < k <n and 1 <j < n. As it is well known ratios of the coor- 
dinates p,.” and q, are unchanged under replacing 5 and q by two different 
points of g and determine the line uniquely. Below for brevity we simply 
write p, for pi,n. 
By using the Plucker coordinates now we define a bijection between 
functions on G( 1, n) and the functions on (w*” *. To any function L: on 
G( 1, n) let us associate a function u on IX*“- * by the equation 
(3) 
where x, = C;: ,’ (Ai.,p, + 6,.,q,) and i .,.,. 6,., E [w (1 Q i d 2n - 2). The func- 
tion u can be recovered from u if and only if the matrices 
A = [j.,,,],= 1.2~. 2 and 
,= I.n- I 
‘4 = CS,.,lt : I.2n 2 
I-I.n I 
are chosen on the way that the (2n- 2) x (2n- 2) matrix f= [A, A] is 
invertible. 
Since I[ - ~1 = (x7=, qf)“2 derivation of tl(c, q)/l< - ~1 with respect to rk 
and qt., Eqs. ( 1) and (3) result in 
211 - 2 
c (kc 6,.k + &.k 6,.,.) a% 
, -- I 
211 - 2 
+ 1 (~i,,6,.k-;.r,k6,~,+i.,,,,d,,k-j.,,k d ,,,, )i;,c’,u=o. (4) 
IS!</ 
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This means that relation (3) defines an equivalence between the systems of 
PDEs ( 1) and (4) if k, e < n. 
LEMMA 4.1. Relation (3) gives u bijection between C’(G(1.n)) and 
czw- 2 ). For a pair of functions u~c’(Iw*“-~) and v~C*(G(l,n)) 
related by (3) the systems of PDEs (4) and (1) are equivalent. 
Proof: The only non-trivial thing to prove here is that if u satisfies (4) 
and v is defined by (3) then v satisfies (1) not only for k, e <n but also for 
e= n. From (2) we know that 
On differentiating with respect to qk it follows that 
We add to this equation the one obtained by replacing c and 9 and get in 
this manner 
Since L’ satisfies (I) for all 1 <k, e<n - 1 finally we obtain the desired 
formula for e=n. 
Now we can state one of the main theorems of [g] as a simple conse- 
quence of our results. 
THEOREM 4.2. The function u: R4 + R is a C,? solution of the ultra- 
hyperbolic PDE 
(a:+a:-a:-a:,u=o (5) 
if and only if there exists a C’,? function f: R3 + KS such that 
where p, and qi (1 6 i,< 3) are the Pliicker coordinates of the straightline 
through r and q. 
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Proof. In (2) let us choose the following matrix [ O-l0 1 -1 0 -1 0 10 -1 0 1 
I 
as f. Then the relationship between 1: and u defined by (3) is one-to-one 
and (4) gives only one equation for u namely (5). By Lemma 4.1 and 
Theorem 3.1 this gives our theorem. 
To find such a nice formula for higher dimension it would be necessary 
that the PDE (4) does not depend on k and r. This condition gives a lot 
of linear equations for the elements of the matrix f from which one can 
conclude by counting these equations that for n > 4 to find matrix f that 
gives only one PDE in (4) is impossible. 
In Theorem 3.1 we essentially characterized the range of the (4 n) Radon 
transform R”, by the system of PDEs (1). The fact that the function ~(5, 9) 
depends only on the straightline through < and q plays a role of an addi- 
tional condition there. The following corollary shows how this unessential 
condition can be removed by making certain transformation on the range 
of R;. At the same time this result may prove useful in solving partial 
differential equations. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The function u: [W’~” ” + IF! is u C,’ solution of‘ the 
system of ultrahyperbolic PDEs 
62 ?2 ~-___ 
?xu, Z)‘,, (!?I)( dx, > 
u=o (1 <e,k<n- 1). 
where u=u(x, y), x=(x ,,...,. Y, ,)EW ‘, andy=(.r,,..., y,, ,)EW’ ‘, if‘ 
and only if there exists a Cc? .fitnction f‘: Iw” --f [w such that 
=(gf)2)‘~2u(!y )...( pn 1;,4, ‘,P!?. ,..., PII y., ‘>, 
where pi and q, ( I < i < n - 1) are the Pliicker coordinutes oj’ the straightline 
through 5 and r]. 
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ProoJ In (2) let us choose the following matrix 
u u [ 1 I/ -u 
as r, where U is the unit (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix. One can conclude the 
proof as in the previous theorem. 
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